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To help us understand what happened during the Ice Age, Peter Ward takes us on a tour of other

mass extinctions through earth's history. He presents a compelling account of the great comet crash

that killed off the dinosaurs, and describes other extinctions that were even more extensive. In so

doing, he introduces us to a profound paradigm shift now taking place in paleontology: rather than

arising from the gradual workings of everyday forces, all mass extinctions are due to unique,

catastrophic events. Written with an irresistible combination of passion and expertise, The Call of

Distant Mammoths is an engaging exploration of the history of life and the importance of humanity

as an evolutionary force. "Carefully argued...an intelligent and compelling book."-THE OLYMPIAN,

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON"Ward deftly summarizes a large body of scientific literature, simplifying

complex ideas for the general reader without condescension."-PUBLISHERS WEEKLY"Did the

overkill really happen?...Peter Ward deftly summarizes the arguments...Ward tells (the story)

well."-THE NEW SCIENTIST
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Until 10,000 years ago, many species of large mammals still flourished on earth: giant ground sloths

and camels, sabre-toothed tigers, and bison and elk, as well as mammoths. Most of these mammals

had no natural predators, so why did they disappear? Currently, the top two theories are that

humans overhunted them or that climate changes resulted in their demise. Ward (The End of

Evolution, LJ 5/15/94) reviews the continuing debate surrounding dinosaur extinction (was it a



comet or catastrophic climate changes?), which influences the study of the Ice Age extinctions. He

recounts the recent advancement in carbon dating techniques, which changes earlier interpretations

of significant fossil sites, and describes the problems in locating fossils. Using the latest studies of

mammoth tusks, Ward concludes that the mass extinctions were the result of unique and

catastrophic conditions. His writing style is conversational and dynamic; his facts are stunning.

Highly recommended for all collections.?Gloria Maxwell, Kansas City P.L., Kan.Copyright 1997

Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

"Carefully argued...an intelligent and compelling book." The Olympian (Seattle, WA)

While I don't agree with all of Ward's theory's on extinction he's still one of my favorite science

writers. In this book he not only reviews the Ice Age die off but covers some of the other extinction

events as well. On the KT event Ward recounts going to a lecture in which Robert Bakker questions

the whole impact scenario by saying "If all this is true, why do we still have amphibians?". Ward

thought this was a good point but then does not mention amphibians again for the remainder of the

book. For me this was not the best book that Ward's ever written but he does cover a wide range of

subjects in a entertaining manner. He brings up a good point on the extinction of mammoths and

mastodons; because of the fragmentation of their environmental range, slow rate of reproduction

and a long childhood they were extremely vulnerable to predation. The Human Overkill Theory is

poplar but has many problems so Ward covers both sides of the argument. In spite of my

disagreement on some points I did enjoy the book. Maybe that's what science is all about. I had no

technical problems with this Kindle edition.LastRanger

An excellent book, if now somewhat dated, but the essential information is still correct. For those of

you who are interested in the work of 're-wilding,' particularly in relationship with now extinct

mammals like the mammoth, the experiment of Sergey Zimov in the REAL 'Pleistocene Park' is

mandatory for you to examine, particularly after you read 'The Call of Distant Mammoths!'

Some truths are self-evident. That human beings are likely responsible for the mass extinctions of

the Pleistocene megafauna is one of these truths. That we are still in the process of exterminating

the remnants of the Pleistocene megafauna is another of these truths.Mr. Ward, in addition to being

a fine scholar, is also a very talented writer who adds a generous touch of humanity to what could

have been a very dry and intellectual read. I highly recommend this book. It's eye-opening,



sometimes frightening, but largely on target. All in all, it's the best book on the disappearance of our

era's megafauna since Leakey's THE FIFTH EXTINCTION, and the two books will share shelf

space in my office.

IÃ¢Â€Â™ve long been interested in the megafauna extinctions of Pleistocene North America. A

number of books endorse Paul MartinÃ¢Â€Â™s Ã¢Â€ÂœPleistocene Overkill Hypothesis,Ã¢Â€Â•

which asserts that the early humans on the continent were Ã¢Â€Âœsuper predatorsÃ¢Â€Â• who

launched a blitzkrieg of overhunting. Hunting began in northwest Canada, and spread south and

east like a wild fire. Within 2,000 years, at least 33 genera (50 species) of large mammals went

extinct Ã¢Â€Â” many more than in the preceding three million years. At first contact, large animals

who had never before seen odd-looking humans, did not sense danger.In other locations, when

humans first arrived, extinctions followed Ã¢Â€Â” for example, Australia, New Zealand, Madagascar,

and Caribbean islands. Hunting, and hunting alone, was the cause, said Martin. His ideas really

pissed off Native Americans, like Vine Deloria, because overkill implied that Indians were as foolish

as Euro Americans.Deloria blasted the hypothesis, pointing to the fantastic number of bones found

in northern Siberia Ã¢Â€Â” mammoths, mastodons, rhinos, horses, bison. Chinese have been

hauling away mammoth tusks since medieval times, and this ivory is still being mined today; a

high-quality tusk can fetch over $40,000. The white keys on grandmaÃ¢Â€Â™s piano might be

mammoth ivory.These bones were not the result of a blitzkrieg. Mastodons had been living in

Siberia for 400,000 years, and woolly mammoths for 250,000 years. The frigid climate helped to

preserve their remains. In central Russia, more than 70 mammoth bone huts have been found. One

hut had 385 bones, and weighed 20 tons.I just read The Call of Distant Mammoths by paleontologist

Peter Ward, and learned a lot about extinction and evolution. IÃ¢Â€Â™ve often wondered how hairy

lads, on foot, with wooden spears, were able to exterminate every horse in all of North America

within 2,000 years. Bison were also residents of the open plains, able to sprint up to 35 miles per

hour, and they did not go extinct Ã¢Â€Â” and horses could run even faster.Ward introduces us to the

climate change hypothesis. During the two million year Ice Age (the Pleistocene), there were at

least 18 glaciation cycles. Until the last cycle, the megafauna had mostly survived. The last one

began 18,000 years ago, and it was the most intense of all. It ended 12,000 years ago. The ice pack

melted, forest advanced, and habitats rapidly changed. The mammoth tundra fragmented and

shrank, which split the herbivore population into isolated groups.Ward also studied the extinction of

dinosaurs. They roamed the Earth for 160 million years, and then disappeared. Ward was an early

advocate of the notion that the dinosaur mass extinction was sudden, caused by an asteroid strike



near Chicxulub, Mexico. Some say it resulted in a decade of near-freezing temperatures on a planet

that was largely tropical.Throughout the dinosaur era, small mammals also existed Ã¢Â€Â” insect

eating night creatures. The extinction of dinosaurs eliminated large animals, and made the age of

mammals possible. If not for the asteroid, humans and elephants would have never evolved.

Mammoth country once ranged from France to Siberia to New York.Our primate ancestors evolved

in the trees. Their tropical homeland was eventually chilled by an era of glaciation. It thinned the

rainforest, and expanded savannahs, which encouraged the evolution of large herbivores, including

our hominid ancestors. Thus, you and I are the children of climate change and asteroids.Evolution is

a process that creates and deletes species. New species can only emerge when a group becomes

isolated, evolves unique traits, and eventually becomes unable to interbreed with their old kin. Homo

sapiens come in many sizes, shapes, and colors, but all belong to the same species, because we

can all interbreed. Ward expects white skinned people to disappear in a few thousand years,

because of their increasing vulnerability to skin cancer.Our cultural myths tell us that humans are

continuously getting smarter. Ward believes that the brains of modern humans are essentially the

same as the first Homo sapiens in Africa, 125,000 to 200,000 years ago (but weÃ¢Â€Â™ve learned

lots of stuff since then). Once a new species emerges, it changes little thereafter. Humans are the

last species of the hominids, and this has risks. A gene pool has better odds for long-term survival

when it diversifies into multiple species, as the ants have.Another way for critters to avoid extinction

is to become generalists, like humans, rats, and cockroaches, who have adapted to many different

ecosystems around the world. Today, humans live everywhere. There is no place a group could

remain isolated for millennia. So, there is little chance for a new hominid species to

emerge.Evolution is random, like tossing dice. The process is influenced by ongoing environmental

change, natural selection, and genetic drift (chance genetic changes). Evolution has no foresight; it

canÃ¢Â€Â™t anticipate coming changes. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s not always progressive. Greenland ice core

data tells us that there have been times when global temperature changed up to 18Ã‚Â°F in a few

decades. Many gene pools that work well in one set of conditions will fail to adapt to sudden

shifts.The golden rule of evolution is adapt or die. Ward doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t discuss cultural evolution,

which is a million times faster than genetic evolution, and has catapulted humankind onto extremely

thin ice, by overloading our tropical primate brains with way too many half-smart ideas. We are, by

far, the world champion resource parasites. We are hurling countless species into the abyss in our

insane impossible quest for perpetual economic growth.In an extremely quirky twist, Ward

celebrates human supremacy at causing mass extinction. Ã¢Â€ÂœWe are the comet now. And not

only have we won the game of evolution; we control the rules of the game,Ã¢Â€Â• he wrote.



Ã¢Â€ÂœAnd to this winner, in my view, goes an even greater prize: species immortality. It is my

opinion that no matter where on the board we humans land and no matter what card we draw, we

cannot be knocked into extinction.Ã¢Â€Â• Who could disagree?The book was written 20 years ago,

when resource limits and climate change were still dumb ideas among the lunatic fringe Ã¢Â€Â”

rational people. Ward is employed in academia, which remains a militant hotbed of radicalized

human supremacists.OK, back to the megafauna. Doubts are growing about the overkill hypothesis.

Martin claimed a sudden 2,000-year rampage wiped out the megafauna, but this was based on data

generated by obsolete dating technology. Improved dating does not confirm sudden extinction.

Martin claimed the extinctions fanned out in a wave, beginning in Alberta Ã¢Â€Â” so kill sites far

from there should be more recent. They arenÃ¢Â€Â™t. We have only discovered a dozen sites

where human artifacts are found with mammoth remains.Dan Fisher has studied of mammoth tusks

in Michigan and Ohio. Tusks have annual rings inside, like tree trunks. Rings are thin in hungry

years. In female tusks, rings mark each pregnancy, providing a birth rate. If climate change had

killed the mammoths, the rings would indicate malnutrition, but Fisher found that the last mammals

were Ã¢Â€Âœfat, fit, and well fed.Ã¢Â€Â•Ward suspects that the mammoths were not the victims of

a blitzkrieg. Unlike bunnies, mammoths were slow to mature, and had low reproduction rates. If

hunters had regularly taken just two percent of the animals each year, the extinction process would

have taken 400 years Ã¢Â€Â” too slow for each generation of hunters to notice. Hunting alone could

have wiped them out. Ward thinks that if there had been no hunting, mammoths would probably

have survived the warming climate.In the 1990s, editors adamantly insisted that manuscripts like

WardÃ¢Â€Â™s include brilliant solutions and happy endings, because bummer books didnÃ¢Â€Â™t

sell. So, his mammoth book ends with a happy visit to the year 3001. Population was well below its

peak of 11 billion. The U.S. grain belt was a desert. African survivors were healthy vegetarians with

solar panels and pedal-powered transport. The rainforest was long gone, replaced with endless

fields of GMO crops. Wildlife and livestock had been eliminated by starving hordes. Happily, the

human species survived Ã¢Â€Â” hooray!Compulsory happy endings meant that vital knowledge was

deliberately withheld from an entire generation, who are now teachers, reporters, and leaders. Even

today, a Ã¢Â€ÂœdonÃ¢Â€Â™t frighten the childrenÃ¢Â€Â• strategy remains common among

educators, and young minds are still being infected with a carcinogenic worldview. Bummer!

Everyone knows that the last ice age killed the mastodons and mammoths. Massive climate

changes apparently altered their sources of food, the weather was difficult to adapt to and these

mega mammals became extinct as a result of these powerful forces. But what if we are wrong in



these assumptions?Peter D. Ward instructs us to search elsewhere for the true culprit. To learn the

truth, Ward leads us through several mass extinctions in Earth's history, the demise of the mightiest

of dinosaurs and the unceasing advance of the Clovis people and other groups of early man. On

every continent, the great mammals disappeared shortly after the arrival of man. Coincidence? The

author does not think so.On top of this, some species seem to go into "protective mode" if their

survival seems unlikely. For example, when modern elephants are threatened, they produce less

offspring, not more. They've even been known to shove juveniles away from shrinking waterholes

so that the adult elephants may drink, thus helping to ensure the survival of viable males and

females capable of continuing the species. Could ancient mega mammals have exhibited similar

behavior? If waves of hunters were added to this sad equation, might not mammoths and other

large creatures have reached the overkill threshold, the point from which their species could never

recover?If so, how does this bode well for our future and the continuation of hundreds of species

into the next century or millenium? Is it already too late? Read on, dear reader, read on and

discover the true villain in this modern day mystery.
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